Fiction Writing Guides
This unique series of ebooks give the new or
inexperienced fiction writer an opportunity to
see how stories are created.

Author Bio
Award-winning author Hank Quense has
over a dozen books, fifty short stories and a
dozen articles on fiction writing. He has been
published by a small indie publishing house,
has self-published and now has his own
publishing company, Strange Worlds
Publishing. He has lectured extensively on
Story Design and Self=publishing.
His Fiction Writing Guides provide the
new and inexperienced fiction writer with a
wealth of valuable advice and directions.
Based on his journey of discovery on how to
write publishable fiction, he details a process
that focuses the writer’s creativity on the
important elements of story design. Using
advance graphical software, he has developed a
unique way to manage the creative process and
monitor progress.
```
Hank lives in Bergenfield, NJ with his
wife Pat. They have two daughters and five
grandchildren. He writes humorous fantasy
and scifi stories. On occasion, he also writes
an article on fiction writing or book marketing
but says that writing nonfiction is like work
while writing fiction is fun. A member of the
Science Fiction Writers of America, he refuses
to write serious genre fiction.

FICTION WRITING
GUIDES

Stories are developed from a combination of
three elements: ideas and creativity, story
design and story-telling techniques.
The ideas and creativity have to come from the
writer, but the story design and story-telling
have to be learned. One way to learn these
elements is through self-study and trial-anderror. Another way is the use the tools Quense
has developed.
Create a Short Story Workshop is a series of
four lectures on how create a work of short
fiction. The guide includes all the slides used
and the presenter’s notes
Manage your Story Design Project gives you a
unique way to control the project and focus
your energies and creativity.
Build a Better Story is a ebook written on
fiction writing aimed at new writers
Story Design Forms are a set of blank forms to
develop characters, plot, scenes and more.
Go to http://hank-quense.com/wp/fictionwriting-guides
for more information and to place an order

† BOOK DATA ¢
Suggested Prices:
Create a Short Story Slides and notes: $9.99
Manage your Story Design Project: $9.99
Build a Better Story: $7.99
Fiction Writing Bundle: $19.99

